Sanctuary Naming Opportunities

For over forty years, the International Primate Protection League has worked tirelessly to protect and preserve all nonhuman primates, big and small.

JOIN US TODAY

and be part of IPPL's future by making a gift for one of the many unique naming opportunities that follow. Leave your mark for generations to come!

For more information on naming opportunities, contact:
Casey Taylor, Executive Director
casey@ippl.org or 843.973.2786

IPPL ● PO Box 766 ● Summerville, SC ● 29484 ● www.ippl.org
Sanctuary
Naming Opportunities

Gibbon House 10
Four-room, hurricane-grade, block building "night house" that can accommodate bonded couples as well as individuals who are not yet paired with a companion. This building is also an integration building, which means it is equipped to allow introductions between potential mates to occur in a safe, monitored, and more stress-free manner. The building is also equipped with an air conditioner and heat unit.

Recognition options will differ from each naming level. We look forward to working creatively with you!
Outdoor Habitats

Gibbon House 10 has five exterior habitats, all connected by the sanctuary’s aerial tunnels. Each of the five outdoor habitats (10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4, 10.5) are available for naming.

Otter Habitats

There are three otter habitats ranging in size from 2,500-4,000 square feet and each includes a spacious pool for the otters. Bali’s, Turnip & Pickle’s, and Olive & Satu’s habitats are all looking for sponsors!

Golf Cart

We would LOVE to have a new golf cart to use for many reasons, including to accommodate guests who have mobility issues; when one needs to get around in a hurry (with over 45 acres, there is certainly a lot of ground to cover!); or if there is a heavy load that needs to be brought from one end of the property to another. It would definitely make for a more time-efficient day!
Green House $3,500
With the rising costs of produce, we would love to start a green house for the more sensitive vegetables (e.g. tomatoes, lettuces) which happen to be some of the gibbons’ favorites! We want to become more sustainable in our operations. Despite initial start-up costs, green solutions pay for themselves time and time over. Not to mention, a great volunteer opportunity for the community!

Raised Garden Bed $2,000
As we grow our volunteer program and have more hands to help, we will have the manpower to start a comprehensive gardening project at the sanctuary. Fresh food for our small apes and a big savings to our grocery shopping each week? Win-win! Sponsor a raised garden bed and see just how much your investment will GROW before your eyes!

Charleston Battery Bench with Plaque $1,000
Sponsor a classic and charming Charleston Battery Bench at the sanctuary. It includes an engraved plaque with the message/name of your choosing.